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Tax deduction for employment generation - Unresolved mysteries?

It is no hidden fact that India is a hugely populous country. Keeping aside the fact that there is a need for
increase in infrastructure, etc. to cater such a large population, the growing population also gives rise to one
chronic problem which is unemployment.

As per details available on public domain, unemployment rate in India increased to 7 percent in October
2020 from 6.70 percent in September of 2020. 

The government is going out all guns blazing to provide employment in India with many steps taken for
promoting self-employment, various rural employment programs, etc.  One such important step taken is
providing the employers a tax deduction for hiring additional employees.  This deduction is available
irrespective whether the taxpayer opts for reduced rate of taxation or not i.e. 22% or 25% or 30%.

The Income-tax Act, 1961 ('the Act') vide section 80JJAA provides for deduction in respect of employment of
new employees.  The provisions were stringent earlier, however over number of years, the said provisions
have been sweetened so that maximum taxpayers can take benefit of it and help the government in
achieving its purpose of increasing employment.    

The taxpayers will be able to claim deduction of 30% of additional employee cost (discussed in detail below)
for continuous period of three assessment years starting form the year in which such additional employees
were employed.

However, the said section is marred with its own share of interpretations. Key conditions for
claiming such deduction and certain open issues while working out such deduction have been
specified below.

Condition 1

The taxpayer should have income from business and profession and should be liable for tax audit.

Practical issues

Many times, entrepreneurs in past have created multiple entities to avoid tax audit reporting.  One needs to
understand that cost of conducting tax audit is much less as compared to the benefit available under section
80JJAA of the Act.  Hence, before implementing a new structure one needs to factor the cost benefit analysis.

Condition 2

Business should not be formed by splitting-up or reconstructing of existing business.

Practical issues

Artificial splitting-up of entities or reconstruction of business to claim tax benefit is not encouraged.  As
mentioned above, a lot of taxpayers deliberately set-up multiple entities to avoid tax audit compliance. Now
merely to claim tax benefit, if one decides to restructure its business, then the question arises as to whether
above mentioned deduction will be available or not?  Reconstruction of business is a wide term.  If for any
commercial reasons, an entrepreneur has to split its business, then can it be said that reconstruction of
business was not to claim the above deduction? One may need to have proper documentation to justify the
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commercial substance, if questioned by tax officers.

Condition 3 & Condition 4

Condition 3

Deduction is available for additional employee cost.  Additional employee is defined as an employee who has
been employed and whose employment increases the total number of employees.  In other words, additional
employee cost shall be Nil, if there is no incremental employees on last day of financial year.

Condition 4

Additional employee means an employee who has been employed during the financial year and does not
include the following:

Employees whose total emoluments is more than Rs. 25,000 per month (excluding provident fund or
other benefit received by the employee); or
Employees whose provident fund contribution is paid by the government of India; or
Employee who has been employed for less than 240 days (150 days for certain industries); or
Employees which do not opt for recognised provident fund.

Practical issue

· Typically, deduction is available for additional employees which are employed during the current year.  For
instance, an employee having net emoluments of Rs. 23,000 joined in May 2019.  So effectively, he satisfies
all criteria and hence deduction is available for this employee under section 80JJAA of the Act for FY 2019-
20.  Similarly, the amount worked out will be available for deduction for next two subsequent years i.e. FY
2020-21 and FY 2021-22.

In FY 2020-21, the aforesaid employee leaves the organisation. In such a case whether one will need to re-
work the calculation for FY 2020-21 (considering deduction was claimed for salary paid to that employee in
FY 2019-20 and which will be available for next two years) or will the taxpayer will still be able to claim flat
deduction in next years, irrespective whether the employee leaves the organisation in the subsequent
financial year.

· Considering the COVID-19 pandemic, the government of India announced that it shall pay both employer's
and employee's share of provident fund for certain establishments for three months.  In such a case, can a
taxpayer claim deduction since the provisions of section 80JJAA specifically provides that deduction is not
available where the government pays provident fund contribution? 

· Imagine a situation where the employee is appointed in April 2019 at salary of Rs. 23,000 per month.  Now
the employee is exceptional performer and hence management decide to give him a salary hike to Rs.
28,000 per month from mid-year (say from October 2019). Annually, his salary is Rs. 308,000 (more than Rs.
300,000 or Rs. 25,000 per month).  So, can one say that he satisfies the salary criteria for six months (i.e.
April to September 2019) and hence will be eligible for deduction for first six months?  Kindly note that the
Act says that what is to be seen is the monthly salary payout should be less than Rs. 25,000.

· For labour intensive units, lot of work is outsourced to contractors, so whether cost paid to contractors
(shadow salary) will be covered for this deduction.  Kindly note that the provisions of the Act uses the word
employed and hence contractors should not be covered.  It would be prudent for taxpayers to determine if
they can onboard such employees instead of taking them on contractual basis on company payroll to obtain
the benefit of said deduction (considering cost outflow would remain the same).

· A taxpayer due to whatever reasons has missed claiming deduction in the first year say FY 2018-19, so can
he claim deduction of additional employees employed in that year i.e. FY 2018-19 in the second year of
deduction i.e. FY 2019-20? In this regards, the Bangalore ITAT in case of Texas Instruments (India) Private
Limited, V ACIT IT(TP)A No.169/Bang/2014 has held that “It is not proper to say that if the deduction is
refused in the first year of employment of the new employer employee then for the next two succeeding
Assessment Years also, the benefit of deduction will not be available.  Such an approach defeats the very
purpose for which deduction under section 80JJAA of the Act is allowed for three consecutive assessment
years”.  Accordingly, based on the ruling, a taxpayer should be able to claim deduction in the subsequent
two years using data of the first year (question of if employee leaves in subsequent year still remains open).

Condition 5

· Taxpayer will be able to get this benefit only if it furnishes a report from Chartered Accountant certifying
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the amount of deduction.

Practical issues

Imagine a situation, where the taxpayer has total five maids/ drivers working at his house.  Currently, the
payments are made through bank transfer for the monthly salary.  Now, the employer who also has his own
factory, to claim the benefit/ inflate the benefit available under section 80JJAA of the Act., onboards the said
maids (for record purpose) on payroll of the Company.  So, in effect the maids/ drivers are used for personal
purpose but on records it's shown in employee's payroll and deduction is claimed. A CA is required to certify
the working. A question would arise as to what extent the CA should scrutinize the working of the data
provided by the taxpayer and how far a CA should rely on it.  Practically speaking, it is not possible for the CA
to scrutinize each and every employee contract, check whether he is actually working, what work he does,
etc.  In such a situation, it is important that an adequate representation is taken by the CA from the
employer and disclose the same in the tax audit report.

All professionals should properly analyse the facts of the case while issuing the said certificate.

The views expressed are personal.
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